
Integrate  
external systems
OMNITRACKER Interfaces



Most companies have established 
their own software systems for  
individual business areas. However, 
your IT has to support all business 
processes seamlessly.  

In homogeneous IT landscapes,  
powerful interfaces help you to  
exchange information between  
the used systems. Thus, you do not 
have to enter data twice and always 
have access to the current status.

Connecting systems

Challenge

Interaction of  
multiple systems



Your  
benefits

Simple integration of external data

Basic functionality of the  
OMNITRACKER platform

Preconfigured interfaces 

Optional add-on modules

Powerful interfaces

OMNITRACKER offers a wide range of options for 
integrating external systems or data sources—both 
online and offline. This provides you with a leading 
system for structuring all information and data, 
and enables you to implement your business  
processes consistently.

The OMNITRACKER interfaces extend the high-per-
formance basic system, allowing you to efficiently  
integrate external systems and data into your 
processes. For example, the Automation Interface 
provides you with a comprehensive programming 
interface for easy connection to other systems.

Additionally, OMNITRACKER includes flexible import 
and export mechanisms, as well as the option to 
create database views. Various basic components 
extend the functionality of OMNITRACKER and offer 
preconfigured interfaces to popular third-party 
systems.

Solution

An interface, or in other words an API, is a tran-
sition point from one system to other systems. 
Interfaces enable the connection of various sys-
tems and services from third-party providers. 

Data exchange, data processing, or access to 
the system takes place via interfaces.

What we understand  
by interfaces



IT Service Management Center 
ITIL®4-certified, high-performance  
service desk software

Project Management Center 
Project management with efficient  
task and resource planning

Sales Management Center 
Sales management with contract,  
product, and document management

Governance, Risk and Compliance Center 
Multi-standard solution for successful  
corporate management

Modular apps

Business platform

Connectors to  
third-party systems

OMNITRACKER creates a uniform, cross-departmental 
and site-wide data infrastructure. The flexibly configurable 
complete software solution for business processes consists 
of the basic system, comprehensive interfaces, and appli-
cations with which you can digitally map the processes in 
your company.

All applications access the same data within one tool. This 
saves you time and effort in the day-to-day operation, main-
tenance, and data management of each of your processes. 
At the same time, you benefit from better system perfor-
mance and a higher quality of your services.

Variable clients

The platform

Central platform

Highlight modules



Connecting third-party systems

Interfaces

To ensure that your projects with OMNITRACKER are successful, our trained and experienced consultants are 
happy to support you in every project phase. If you wish, we can also assist you in selecting the required inter-
faces for your project. We enable you to use our complete software solution for all your business processes 
quickly, efficiently, and flexibly over the long term. You can count on our experience and practical know-how for 
questions about possible areas of application and technical implementations with OMNITRACKER.

Customized with experienced consultants

OMNITRACKER interfaces allow you to integrate  
various (third-party) systems and services into  
OMNITRACKER. The interfaces are based on the  
powerful OMNITRACKER basic system. You can  
use each interface individually or in combination 
with others. 

The huge advantage of comprehensive interfaces is 
that all your services, solutions, and systems access 
a central database. This saves considerable effort 
when maintaining and backing up your data records 
and prevents unnecessary data reconciliation and 
possible data inconsistencies.

All relevant data exchange steps take place in the OMNITRACKER interfaces: Import,  
export, synchronization, and, if required, data transformations. With the import function, 
you can integrate data from all supported systems. Data synchronization is logged and 
traceable. Confirmation or status messages are generated. OMNITRACKER offers you  
stable performance and the actions are automated and time-controlled.

Data import, data export, synchronization, and  
data transformation in one tool 

Start Requirements Planning & 
conception

Customizing Go-live



Interface references

OMNITRACKER interfaces

Analytics

Cloud

CRM

ERP

Newsletter

• Power BI
• Tableau
• SAP Business 

Objects BI
• MicroStrategy

• Amazon Web Services
• Microsoft Azure

• Salesforce
• Microsoft Dynamics 365
• Oracle PeopleSoft
• HubSpot CRM
• Zendesk Sell

• SAP S/4HANA
• Microsoft  

Dynamics  
AX/NAV

• Oracle  
E-Business 
Suite

• CleverReach
• MailerLite

Discover our already integrated interfaces and experience how we connect 
your digital world. And that’s just the beginning—more possibilities are waiting  
for you to be found.

Business
Process

Automation
Platform



OMNITRACKER interfaces

Project

< / >

Communication

Asset and Configuration Management

Monitoring

• Microsoft Teams
• Slack
• WhatsApp
• CISCO
• X formerly Twitter
• Microsoft Viva Engage  

formerly YAMMER

• Baramundi  
Management Suite

• SolarWinds ITSM
• Freshdesk
• Ivanti Service & Asset Management
• ServiceNow IT Asset Management
• TOPDesk Asset Management
• HP Service Manager
• Mircosoft VMware
• Microsoft Intune
• Microsoft Orchestrator

• Nagios
• Zabbix
• Zennos
• Prometheus

• Jira
• GitHub
• Microsoft Projects

Your 
individual 
interfaces



Connection of third-party 
systems

With the OMNITRACKER Interface Bus, you can easily 
connect external systems to the OMNITRACKER plat-
form and exchange data reliably. The integration of 
products with high market relevance (e.g., Microsoft 
services and web services) is very simple thanks to 
the preconfigured interfaces. 

In just a few steps, you define which information 
from which of your third-party systems should be 
exchanged with OMNITRACKER.

With OMNITRACKER Interface Bus for baramundi, you 
can integrate the baramundi Management Suite into 
the OMNITRACKER ITSM Center. This simplifies client 
management considerably and offers your service 
desk the best possible support. 

OMNITRACKER automatically tracks the status of  
baramundi jobs and starts escalations in the event of 
errors. All software installations and uninstallations 
are documented to ensure that you always have a 
quick overview of your hardware, software, and  
licenses in the CMDB.

OMNITRACKER interfaces

Core System

OMNITRACKER 
Interface Bus

Microsoft®

Exchange Server baramundi
Microsoft® 
SharePoint Server®

Data

OMNITRACKER
Database

Webservices Third-Party Products

Your benefits
Reliable data exchange with  
third-party systems

Connection to Microsoft services

Reduction of workload through  
predefined interfaces

Customized solutions

Interface Bus for baramundi



Web services | APIs

REST Web Service SOAP Web Service

The OMNITRACKER REST Web Services enable an 
individual connection of web services in various 
formats. The REST API is a universal interface that 
is used for data exchange and synchronization with 
distributed systems in real time and meets all the  
requirements of a uniform interface. The programm-
ing interface REST enables continuous M2M commu-
nication and creates a flexible architectural style.

Data exchange via  
SOAP interface

Data exchange via  
REST interface

Benefits:

• Reliable live interface 

• State-of-the-art communication

• Connect mobile applications

• Use REST-compliant online services  
regardless of language

How it works:

The OMNITRACKER REST Web Services include the 
REST Web Service Consumer and the REST Web 
Service Provider. This allows you to retrieve informa-
tion from external systems (consumer) and process 
it in OMNITRACKER, but also provide information for 
third-party systems (provider).

Specifically, OMNITRACKER SOAP Web Services 
are used to exchange information via network. In 
addition to standardized data integrity, SOAP also 
offers a remote procedure call mechanism for various 
requests to web services. This international industry 
standard offers integrated rules (compliance) that 
make SOAP attractive for certain business scenarios.

Benefits:

• SOAP is independent of operating systems,  
programming languages and object models

• Controlled data provision 

• International industry standard according to W3C 

• Integrated security and transaction compliance

How it works:

OMNITRACKER SOAP Web Services consist both of 
the consumer and the provider. This allows you to 
import information from external systems but also 
export information for further external processing. 
However, the main task of SOAP web services is the 
execution of actions or requests. 



The OMNITRACKER Automation Interface is a com-
prehensive programming interface for implementing 
processes of any complexity. You can integrate ex-
ternal applications, and thus access OMNITRACKER 
from outside, or automate internal tasks. You can use 
your own scripts to implement even the most complex 
requirements without having to make any changes to 
the basic system.

OMNITRACKER interfaces

Automate OMNITRACKER 
with your own scripts

Your benefits
Comprehensive tool for programmers

Maximum customization of internal OMNITRACKER 
processes

Automated implementation of the most complex 
requirements

Access from external sources

Client-side scripts require a client in order to be  
executed at all. Examples of this are extra menu 
scripts or form scripts. Other scripts are executed by 
the server. With complex form scripts, you do not only 
have access to the server-side data model, but also 
to all elements of the form.

How it works

Scripts can be linked to certain triggering events 
in many places in OMNITRACKER. They can be 
part of actions, react to events in forms, or help 
to determine email recipient lists and outgoing 
accounts as part of automatic email dispatch. 
Scripts also support you in the creation or  
modification of requests.

What we understand  
by script

Third-party applications or external scripts commu-
nicate via the Automation Interface directly with the 
OMNITRACKER server or with various clients. Access is 
possible in different ways through the use of “ActiveX 
objects”.

They can be used with programming languages (such 
as Java, C++ or C#) or with stand-alone scripts, e.g., as 
“Windows scripting file”, with scriptable applications 
(Word or Excel) or with the internal VB script engine to 
access your OMNITRACKER system.



OMNITRACKER interfaces

Provision of data for  
business intelligence

With OMNITRACKER Database Views, you can configure 
views with just a few clicks to access your data directly 
with external applications. For example, you can use 
business intelligence tools to evaluate your current 
data without detours and delays. This improves per-
formance and ensures that you have the latest data 
records available more quickly.

You can prepare the views created as tables with BI 
tools and then display them as a dashboard.

With OMNILYTICS, you use BI technology from  
Microsoft. Targeted evaluations and reports help  
you to make data-based decisions and identify  
optimization potential. 

The figures are always up to date without the need for 
manual maintenance. You can customize your results 
and present them in your CI.

Your benefits
Benefit from high performance

Easy access to databases

Protected access

Dashboards with Business Intelligence

OMNITRACKER Database Views enable direct access 
to the OMNITRACKER database with external tools. All 
requested data is provided with read authorization in 
views, i.e., in tables. 

Thereby, the OMNITRACKER server is not used, and 
you do not have to observe any authorizations, security 
settings, or filters. The default security settings are en-
sured via the database and/or network administration.

How it works
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NOMNINET Software-, System- und  

Projektmanagementtechnik GmbH

Dr.-Otto-Leich-Straße 3
90542 Eckental
+49 (9126) 25 979-0

sales@omninet.de
www.omnitracker.com

Contact

Our consulting experts advise you on the development 
and implementation of your digital projects. As a reliable 
software partner, we have accompanied thousands  
of software projects in over 750 running systems. With 
this extensive experience and know-how, we support you  
in all phases: from requirement analysis and implemen-
tation to system migrations and workflow optimization 
—always with assistance of our technical support. Our 
trainings for end users, administrators and customizing 
trainings as well as web-based seminars complete the 
OMNINET service portfolio.

OMNINET, headquartered in Eckental near Nuremberg,  
Germany, and with other national branches and interna-
tional subsidiaries, is one of the market leaders in the field of 
business process software, especially in the field of IT and 
enterprise service management. The product portfolio ranges 
from a highly flexible platform for the digitization and auto-
mation of business processes to BI tools and cloud-based 
service management solutions. 

OMNINET is certified to ISO standards and has been delivering  
certified and award-winning software products for 25 
years—100% made in Germany. OMNITRACKER is the 
industry-independent software solution for an ITIL®4- and 
GDPR-compliant implementation of individual digitization 
strategies.

More services

About OMNINET

© OMNINET Software-, System- und Projektmanagementtechnik GmbH, hereinafter referred to as OMNINET. All rights reserved. All services provided by OMNINET are generally  
directed exclusively to businesses (B2B). Reproduction only permitted with the approval of OMNINET. All brands listed are the brands of the respective owners. Errors, changes, and  
availability of the listed pricing information, products, services, characteristics, and possible applications reserved. Products and services will be provided by OMNINET. OMNINET makes no 
guarantee for the information of third parties regarding characteristics, pricing information, services and availability. OMNINET reserves the right to make changes to products and services as 
a result of product development, even without prior notification. None of the statements and depictions represents legal advice or may be interpreted in such a manner. In case of deviations 
from the contract documents and general terms and conditions of OMNINET and their affiliated companies and subsidiaries in conjunction with this document, the contract documents and 
general terms and conditions always have precedent over this document.

For companies of the SME sector to global players: We support all enterprises in the  
digitization and automation of IT and non-IT services. OMNITRACKER is used in all  
industries and company sizes. Thanks to our experience and flexibility, we serve all  
branches as well as niche sectors with individual solutions.

Independent  
solutions


